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In this special edition Newsletter we
put forward some new suppliers,
new products and ideas which we
hope will help the many new
owner/builders worldwide.
Contact details and Pricing for any
of the new suppliers is available on
the owner/builder website.

Table Pedestals . . . .
If you would like to be a little more upmarket with your Fusion ﬁtout, there is now available these beautiful Stainless
Steel Table pedestals, which are manufactured in Brisbane,
Australia to ‘Super Yacht’ standards.
Also available is the table slider
which simply mounts on top of
the pedestal and gives your
guests easier access around
the table, when in the lower
positions.

Seat Pedestals and Seats . . . .
A full range of Stainless Steel seat pedestals is also
available, plus the seat mounts and also luxury seats in
many styles and colours.

Aluminium Seat Pedestals and Seats also. . .
For those wanting quality, but are weight
conscious, a full range of aluminium
pedestals are also available, plus the seat
mounts and the same luxury seats in many
styles and colours.
For a full range check out the building web
site or contact Fusion Australia.

Suppliers continued . . .
DECK HARDWARE
Harken is a leading manufacturer and distributor of innovative sailboat hardware and accessories.
Harken has been producing and supplying worldclass, high quality marine deckhardware for the
worldmarket for decades and, as is Fusions Catamarans policy, we promote and support relationships with international companies that are prepared to supply complete ‘Fusion’ kits. Not only
are we interested in the supply of the kit at great pricing, we also need to know that the company
is able to provide the backup that maybe required anywhere in the world. I have had ﬁrst hand experience with this and Harken have proved themselves to be one such company.
As a Fusion Builder you might also consider purchasing other quality Harken products such as:

A visit to the Harken website at www.harken.com (and select your country) can provide you with
everything from the latest news to Q and A’s on every item they sell.
So if you are building, don’t forget to check them out, download the kit spreadsheet from
fusionscats.com and if you have questions, you can contact me at Fusion Cats.

BLA . . . .
Suppliers of all those bits and
pieces to do with boats
No matter whether you are building in
Australia or Asia, BLA have systems plus
the organisation to deliver the right
products on time.
We used BLA to
supply the 100 and
1 things we required for the
Showboat which
was built in
Subic Bay in
the Phillipines.
As BLA do
not deal
direct
with
the
public
it will be necessary to contact
Fusion ﬁrst. The current
Price list is now available as a
download from the Fusion Cats
Owner/Builder web site.
You can check out the products on their
website at:
www.BLA.com.au or we can give you access to their digital catalogue
This is just another example of how
Fusion Catamarans help you to produce
the best product at the best price.

Fusion Catamarans oﬀer an alternative . . .
Attending Boat Shows, the normal paraphenalia would be the Camera, sometimes the Video plus the Laptop a
dictaphone (to save writing), a calculator and of course the mobile phone.
This allowed me to collect emails, show video, show pictures, look up ﬁles, give quotes, photograph new products etc etc.
Now I attend Boat Shows with an iPhone, it does all of the above, plus so much more, and I think for the
weekend warrior or the coastal cruiser, it is an item well worth considering, as it has so much in the way of
Marine Functionality.
Consider the cost of all these items that can now be gained and displayed on a simple mobile iphone.
One app (pictured below) is called Sailmaster cost ($14.99 Aus)
Features include:
* Boat Speed, in knots or km/h.
* Waypoints/Course, using GPS co-ordinates of the rounding marks
(and other obstacles).
* Digital Compass, measuring the direction the device is moving in
rather than the direction it is pointed in.
* VMG (Velocity Made Good) and time to next marker or waypoint
* Tidal information, displaying direction, height and times of the tide in a
user’s local area.

Radar

Waterproof
Case

Three other features, more suitable for the racing sailor are:
** Countdown timer, configurable for 15, 10, 5 or 3 minute countdowns.
** Lift/Header, calculating a shift in direction from the average boat direction and displaying the variance as either a lift (+) or header (-).
** Angle of heel.

Phone

SailMaster

Tides

Marine apps on the iPhone
iNavX:
This is a seriously impressive navigation program, which essentially gives you a high-quality
chartplotter within your iPhone.
Developed by the people who produced the respected GPSNavX program for
Macintosh, it’s a fully featured navigation program
that gives you just about everything you need for
navigation, including detailed maps, at a very aﬀordable price.
(Varies from
country to
country, but
less than $80
or equivalent)

Knots:
Wind Meter:
This is a great example of some real lateral
thinking. Wind Meter works by
measuring the volume of the
wind passing across
your iPhone
microphone
(who would
have thought
you can even
do that), and
converting it to
a wind-speed
reading

For those who
are rope-challenged, there’s a
whole bunch of
knot-tying Apps
available, including some very
slick animated
ones, ranging in
price from
$1.20 to $5.99.

For a Full 8 Page story on Marine apps for the
iphone, email me at Fusion Cats.

Australian Furniture Mouldings . . .
Full Internal Mouldings have been produced by Fusion Mackay and are available individually or
as a complete Kit. Finishes can be discussed with the manufacturers, as can the supply of
Timber Joinery.
Contact us for more details.

New Products from Valued Suppliers:
Fusion Electronics are currently releasing a series of exciting new products:
600 Series iPod Inside
AM/FM/iPod/Sirus/
MP3 - Grey

600 Series DVD Player
AM/FM/iPod/Sirus/
MP3 - Grey
Marine Active Subwoofer
Single 8” 210 Watt

Marine Cube Speakers &
Marine Active Subwoofer
Single 8” 210 Watt
Combo

Fusion 40 Builders
contact us for any
ordering procedures for both
these ‘new’ and
also exhisting
Fusion Audio
Products

True Marine 600 Series
Wired Remote Revision 2
- Chrome

You would be crazy, if you didnʼt fit Fusion Audio

SAILS . . .
Don’t forget when ordering New or Replacement sails for your Fusion 40, we can supply Standard Fusion 40 Mainsail in DC Cruise Laminate DC77/99: US$ 3’200 (less than $4,000 Aus
july 09).
Check out the Full Fusion Sail wardrobe )Main, Jib, Screecher and Spinnaker plus Sock) plus the
Pentax as well as the Carbon Options on the Builders Website.
The Fusion Show Boat is proudly powered by the GPLDT Carbon double taﬀeta GPL14/21DT:
Sails.

I am sorry but I have only been allowed 8 pages, and I still haven’t covered
the new products that these great companies supply to you, the Fusion
Builders.

AllYacht Spars, BEP, Capi2, Classic Marine, Fabtex,
Flexiteak, Foruno, Lewmar, Multipanel, Navico,
Raymarine, Yanmar.
f you havenʼt started building your Fusion yet, the
time has never been better. The Australian dollar
is strong against the Euro and the price today 23rd
July, 2009, is $13,000 Aus cheaper than it was in
2004.
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If you would like to know more about the worldʼs
best Moulded Fibreglass, Component Kit Systems, then contact us at Fusion
Catamarans.

There is still time to take advantage of the Australian Governments 50% Tax
Rebate scheme or join one of the Share Boat syndicates.

